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News Roundup

JGI Researchers Shed Light on the Evolution of Sensory
Perception in Fungi >>
Biologists ID Backup Systems That Ensure Genes Build
Limbs >>
Bioscientists Validate Novel Protein Design Program >>
JGI Researchers Call for Formation of National Microbiome
Data Center >>
JBEI Scientists Unravel Omics Data Using Systems Biology-
Based Workflow To Improve Biofuels Productivity >>
Lab Participates in New National Microbiome Initiative >>
Scientists Image First Steps in DNA Transcription >>
Mapping a Cell’s Destiny >>
Biosciences Area Participates at EERE’s National Lab
Impact Summit >>

More news on the Biosciences Area website.

Message from the ALD

I am thrilled to announce that as of July 1, 2016, Louise Glass will
be the Division Director for the Environmental Genomics and
Systems Biology Division. Louise joins Berkeley Lab from UC
Berkeley where she is currently Professor in the Plant and Microbial
Biology (PMB) Department. Louise is a world-renowned researcher
of cell specialization, communication and non-self recognition, all of
which are crucial mechanisms in microbial organisms such as
filamentous fungi. Work in these areas can provide tools and
components to significantly improve the efficiency of fungi-mediated
plant biomass degradation. She has been named a fellow of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science and the
American Academy of Microbiology and most recently was awarded
the August-Wilhelm Scheer Visiting Professorship. You can learn
more about Louise and her research at her UCB website.

The JGI Director search committee members, half of whom are key

Upcoming Events

Refer to the Area Events
Calendar for more events,
details, and up-to-date
information.

June 14
John Lawrence Seminar:
Single-Molecule Biochemistry
and Chemical Biology of
Human Transcription
Dynamics | Zhengjian Zhang,
Janelia Research Campus,
HHMI | 4 - 5 PM, Building 33,
Rm 106

June 17
BSE Division Seminar @
JBEI: Antoine Snijders
presents | Noon - 1 PM,
Emery Station, Rm 978-4132
& 4134

June 24
BSE Division Seminar @
Aquatic Park: Deepti Tanjore
presents | Noon - 1 PM,
Aquatic Park, Rm 977-141

Events Highlights

Program Development
Brown Bags:
Entrepreneurship Module
The Biosciences Area held the
third brown bags of the
Entrepreneurship Module at
Emery Station last week. If
you missed the first brown
bags in the module, keep an
eye on the Area Events
Calendar for the last
installment, which will be held
in Walnut Creek.
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stakeholders from institutions outside of Berkeley Lab, have made
excellent progress in developing their approach to the search and
the process they plan to use for interviewing candidates. The search
committee is considering people who are applying in response to
the position posting, as well as working to recruit interested people
from a list of potential candidates I compiled of suggestions received
from many people inside and outside Berkeley Lab. Candidate
interviews are expected to take place this summer.

In response to feedback from the Biosciences External Advisory
Council about the re-freshed Biosciences Strategic Plan (BSP), I re-
read the draft BSP and asked to meet with all of the Mentors and
Strategy Lead authors so we could work together to fine tune the
visions presented in the BSP. I had a working meeting on May 19
with all but the Health-related strategists and it was a great success.
I was really pleased with how the teams worked together to better
integrate and amplify themes throughout the sections, and I look
forward to an equally productive meeting with the Health team
today. We will review advances made toward achieving our five-year
milestones at the BSP Implementation Progress Retreat, which
is scheduled for August 11. More information will be available as the
date nears.

The Biosciences LDRD presentations were terrific and very well
received by Lab leadership. It was obvious that they were very well
planned and rehearsed, and I am eager to learn the results of the
competition. Thanks to all of you who worked hard to make our
offerings successful. 

Regards,
Jay Keasling

Area News

National Microbiome Initiative
National Microbiome Initiative (NMI), a federally-coordinated
program aimed to foster the integrated study and comparison of
microbial communities across different ecosystems to identify the
“organizing principles” that shape all microbiomes, was announced
by the White House on May 13. Several synergistic Area efforts are
elevating the emerging
national efforts to study
microbiomes. Mary Maxon
and Trent Northen
contributed to an editorial in
mBio with the goal of
articulating community support for such an initiative. On May 16, a
Unified Microbiome Workshop was sponsored by the Kavli
Foundation and held at Berkeley Lab. That same day, in a paper
published online in Trends in Microbiology, NikosKyrpides, Emiley
Eloe-Fadrosh and Natalia Ivanova from the DOE Joint Genome
Institute call for the formation of a National Microbiome Data Center
to efficiently manage the datasets accumulated globally.

Awards for Bioscientists
Several Biosciences researchers have been honored with awards
recently. Karen Davies and Jenny Mortimer, Molecular Biophysics &
Integrated Bioimaging (MBIB) and Biological Systems & Engineering
(BSE) Divisions respectively, are two of fifty young
scientists selected to attend the World Economic Forum's Annual
Meeting of New Champions. Jennifer Doudna was named a Foreign

JGI's 10th Annual Safety &
Wellness Fair
At JGI's Safety & Wellness
Fair on May 18, more than
150 people visited over 20
booths and participated in a
CrossFit session, line dancing,
and a raffle. The JGI Safety &
Wellness (SWELL) Team
once again organized the
annual event. JGI has a
strong, employee-driven
safety and ergonomics culture
and its ergonomic innovations
have been recognized through
the internationally recognized
Ergo Cup, presented by the
Institute of Industrial
Engineers at the Annual
Applied Ergonomics
Conference. See photos from
the fair.

JGI Hosts Secondary
Metabolites Meeting
On May 2-4, JGI hosted 100
participants in the Microbial
and Plant Systems Modulated
by Secondary Metabolites
Meeting. The meeting’s
central goals included
mediating an exchange of
ideas and approaches for
studying and manipulating the
impact of secondary
metabolites on environmental
systems. It also served as an
opportunity for the meeting
participants to learn about JGI
capabilities (large-scale DNA
sequencing, data mining and
synthesis capabilities)
available to them. Download
the Meeting Agenda and
Abstract Book.

Innovation and
Partnerships Office
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Member of the UK’s Royal Society and three fellow MBIB scientists,
Robert Glaeser, Susan Marqusee, and Kris Niyogi, were named to
the National Academy of Sciences.

Biotech Efforts Get Noticed
In April, ImaBiotech licensed technology from Berkeley Lab's
OpenMSI, led by Ben Bowen of the Environmental Genomics &
Systems Biology (EGSB) Division and Oliver Rübel of NERSC. This
achievement was highlighted by
Berkeley Lab Computing
Sciences last month. 

Startup CinderBio, founded by
Molecular Biophysics & Integrated
Bioimaging researchers Jill Fuss
and Steven Yannone, was recently
featured in Newsweek. The article
describes how the company offers biodegradable enzymes that
operate at higher temperatures and more acidic conditions than
currently available enzymes, which is useful in biofuel production
and industrial cleaning.

The Engevity Cuff, developed by Jonathan
Maltz, a scientist in Molecular Biophysics and
Integrated Bioimaging Division, was recently
the subject of a Berkeley Lab short video and
press release. Last fall, startup company
Lexington Biosciences licensed the
technology to help further refine the device
and bring it to the medical market.

Biosciences Welcomes Two Senior Human Resources Division
Partners
Diane Heim was a Sr. HR Division Partner with Berkeley Lab for
many years and supported several different divisions (Computing
Sciences, AFRD, Engineering). She recently returned to Berkeley
Lab, now working with Biosciences. Diane supports Aquatic Park
and UHOO as well as the EGSB and MBIB Divisions; she will be
located in UHOO and Aquatic Park.

Janet Yokoyama will be starting her tenure with the Lab on June
13th. Janet worked for many years at NCIRE, The Veterans Health
Research Institute in San Francisco. Janet will be supporting JBEI,
BSE and Emery Station. She will be located in Emery Station at
JBEI. 
 
2016 Lab Performance Review
Self-assessments are due on June 6th for all eligible career and
term employees. The self assessment provides you with an
opportunity to list your accomplishments for the past performance
year (July 1- June 30), submit goals for the upcoming year, and
outline career and development goals. Please ensure that your self-
assessments are completed by the due date to provide supervisors
sufficient time to complete appraisals and for our area to comply
with other institutional deadlines in place. 

Employees who were hired after April 1, 2016 and hold
Postdoctoral, Limited, Faculty, GSRA, Student Assistants, Rehired
Retirees, Contractors, and Guest appointments are exempt from this
process. More self-assessment guidelines can be found here. Your
PMP website contains resources and instructions available to help
you complete the form.

Overtime Rules to Change

(IPO)

Berkeley Lab@BIO2016
Berkeley Lab and Biosciences
will have a presence at
the 2016 BIO International
Convention (BIO 2016) from
June 6-9 in San Francisco,
including at a booth within
California Life Sciences
Association's California
Pavilion in the exhibit hall.

Peter Bluford from IPO will
meet with potential industry
partners for Berkeley Lab
biosciences technologies
throughout the event.

Katy Christiansen,
representing FutureBio
Institute, will be a panelist on
Technologies for a
Sustainable Future, June 8, 1
pm, on the California Pavilion
stage. She and other
representatives of the
FutureBio will be available to
speak with industry
representatives about
collaboration opportunities.

Interested in starting up a
company?
Check out the updated weekly
by IPO for funding
opportunities, networking
events, pitch contests,
workshops and other
activities.

Lab Commuter
Survey

Please take approximately 10
minutes to complete
the commuter survey by June
10. Issues with parking and
transportation continue to
evolve and present new
challenges as the Lab moves
forward with construction of
the Biosciences Campus. The
information provided will
directly inform improvements
in the Lab's transportation and
sustainability programs, as
well as improve the accuracy
of the Lab's annual mandatory
greenhouse gas emissions
reporting. 
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Area researchers should be aware that the Department of Labor has
released the new overtime pay rule, which will double (from
$23,660) the salary threshold below which employers must pay
workers overtime for working more than 40 hours per week. The
rule, which takes effect on December 1, specifies that postdoctoral
researchers are covered. This Science article describes how this
new rule could affect scientific researchers. At a recent Biosciences
Executive Committee meeting, it was reported that Human
Resources is looking into how Biosciences might be affected. 

Lab Clean-Up Days
Emery Station Operations Center will be having a Lab Clean-up Day
on Wednesday, June 22, and will cover all of ESE 4 and the
ABPDU. A Lab Clean-up Day is being scheduled for the Aquatic
Park Operations Center, which includes Buildings 33 (2nd floor), 55,
56, 84 (2nd floor), 86, and 977. The tentative date is July 12; more
details will follow.

Program Development

SynBio Foundry
As mentioned in the May 3 BioSci Communiqué, the multi-laboratory
SynBio Foundry Big Idea (now called the SynBio Foundry) was
presented at the EERE Big Ideas Summit. During discussions about
the Foundry, a target funding level for four years of support was
identified. A team of investigators and leadership from the National
Labs submitted a proposal to EERE to stand up the Foundry
beginning in FY17. The National Labs will also host a workshop to
review their vision for the SynBio Foundry with key industry and
federal agency stakeholders.

Outreach
 
JBEI Researcher Participates at “Dinner with a Scientist”
Sarah LaFrance, a software developer in the Synthetic Biology
Informatics Group, volunteered last week at “Dinner with a Scientist”
organized by the Oakland Unified
School District (OUSD). Since 2009,
OUSD has been hosting “Dinner with
a Scientist” in order to bring together
local scientists, teachers, and
students to celebrate science. Sarah
shared with 4th & 5th graders about
her role at the Lab, as well as the work JBEI is doing to develop
alternative energy sources.

The survey represents the
combined efforts of the
Vehicle Access and
Alternative Transportation
Advisory Group, the
Environment/Health/Safety
Division, and Sustainable
Berkeley Lab. For more
information, please contact
Allison Huey at
amhuey@lbl.gov.
 

@LBNLBioSci
Twitter Highlight

This month @LBNLBioSci is
featuring Biosciences
scientists. Follow
#MeetOurArea to learn more
about our scientists and their
amazing science. Feel free to
suggest or contribute content
for our Twitter account by
emailing
bioscicomms@lbl.gov.
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